How to Qualify, Present and Sell eCourse
WHAT THIS COURSE COVERS
This course covers:
! The two types of insurance sold to seniors, which are Final Expense life insurance and
Medicare Supplement insurance plans
! The pros and cons of selling each of these types of insurance
! The various types of leads available to insurance agents
! How to approach these leads
! What to say to prospects to gain the trust you need to help them with their insurance
decisions
! How to nurture senior prospects through the insurance sales cycle to gain clients
! What to do once you get a client to avoid losing them (or your commission)
! How to grow your client base by cross-selling products and generating referrals
! How successful insurance agents organize their days and spend their time
! How to keep your sales process on track and motivate yourself to perform
! How to create an online brand that will build trust and referrals

HOW THIS COURSE IS ORGANIZED
The course will follow the path of the insurance sales cycle to cover the entire process in detail:
from behind-the-scenes preparations, to initially ordering and contacting leads, to qualifying and
presenting, and also providing great customer service along the way (and, most importantly, after
the sale).
We organized this process into four main sections:
PART I. Building a Foundation for Insurance Sales Success
PART II. The Insurance Sales Process: How Leads Become Clients

PART III. After the Sale: Keeping and Growing Your Business
PART IV. Online Branding (COMING SOON)
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Throughout this course, you will see quotes from the collaborators who helped us put this
resource together. These collaborators are successful Final Expense and Medicare Supplement
insurance agents who utilize telemarketed leads to build a book of business in their respective
fields. We owe them special thanks for sharing tips, lessons, strategies, and even script examples
to illustrate what their sales processes look like in action.

COLLABORATOR SCRIPT

COLLABORATOR TIP

WARNING OR CAUTIOUS PIECE OF ADVICE

FURTHER READING

You can see a full list of our collaborators at the end of this course, but on your way there,
you’ll learn a lot about selling insurance from them and from the other info we’ve compiled
here.
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